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Instructions: 
 

1. Using your Envelope Punch Board and a 5 ½” square piece of double sided designer 
paper, score an envelope that fits a 2 ½” x 3 ½” card.  DO NOT ASSEMBLE. 

2. Use the small butterfly from the Bold Butterfly framelits and your Big Shot to cut out a 
butterfly shaped hole in the center top portion of envelope (lay aside butterfly for later) 

3. Cut a coffee filter into a 2 ½” x 2” piece to cover the butterfly shaped hole made with the 
butterfly framelit.  Adhere coffee filter to inside of envelope using Multi-Purpose Glue 
around edges of butterfly cut out) and Tear Away Adhesive on all four sides of the 
coffee filter.  (This will ensure no salts or lavender will escape your sachet once filled) 

Supplies 
 
Stamps: 
139950 One Big Meaning 
 
Paper:  
Your favorite double-sided Designer Paper (5 ½” x 5 ½”) 
Basic Black Scrap (or coordinating cs) 
Crumb Cake (or other coordinating cs) 
Bleached Coffee Filter  (2” x 2 ½”) 
 
Ink: 
132708 Momento Black Ink (or coordinating color) 
 
Other: 
133774 Envelope Punch Board 
129406 Bitty Butterly Punch 
138135 Bold Butterfly Framelites 
101610 Stamping Sponges  
119246 Rhinestones Basic Jewels 
138995 Tear Away Adhesive 
110755 Multi-Purpose Glue 
113439 Big Shot 
138296 Washi Label Punch 
 
 



4. Flip over the butterfly to expose the opposite pattern of envelope front and adhere 
(gluing center of butterfly only to keep wings free) center of butterfly to coffee filter using 
Multi-Purpose Glue. 

5. Punch out a small butterfly with a coordinating piece of cardstock using the Bitty 
Butterfly punch and adhere to center of framelit butterfly. 

6. Use small jewels to accentuate center of punched butterfly. 
7. Stamp saying onto Crumb Cake or other coordinating cardstock and punch out using 

the Washi Label punch. Adhere to front of envelope underneath Butterfly. 
8. Fold envelope together and adhere carefully using both Multi-Purpose Glue and Tear 

Away tape to ensure a well-sealed envelope (with no leaks). 
9. Fill with your favorite scents and seal envelope, again using Tear Away Tape and Multi-

Purpose glue around the edges for a solid double seal. 
10. Using sponge dauber and coordinating ink color – sponge edges of envelope to give a 

distress look to your project. 
11. Place in dresser drawer or closet for a refreshing scent. 


